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Abstract—We investigate wavefront engineering of photon pairs
generated through spontaneous parametric down conversion in
lithium niobate-based nonlinear photonic crystals (NPCs). Due to
the complexity of domain structures, it is more convenient to describe photon interaction based on the nonlinear Huygens–Fresnel
principle than conventional quasiphase matching regime. Analytical expressions are obtained to describe the transverse properties
of down-converted photon states. The convenience of domain engineering in LiNbO3 crystals provides a potential platform for flexible wavefront manipulation of multiphoton states. The generation
of N00N state with orbital angular momentum in a twisted NPC is
studied utilizing this method. The obtained state is of great value in
quantum cryptography, metrology, and lithography applications.
Index Terms—N00N state, wavefront engineering, nonlinear
photonic crystal, spontaneous parametric down-conversion.

I. INTRODUCTION
PONTANEOUS parametric down-conversion (SPDC) is an
important approach to obtaining quantum photonic states,
such as the heralded single-photon state [1]–[3] and the entangled photon state [4]–[11]. The SPDC process is commonly
implemented in χ(2) nonlinear optical crystals [4], [12], in which
a single photon is transformed into a photon pair. In practice,
different kinds of complex photon states are required for various specific applications, which need appropriate combinations
and modulations of down-converted photons. To perform this
task, the so-called nonlinear photonic crystal (NPC) [13] with
spatially variable nonlinear coefficient χ(2)(r ) (the corresponding function is usually periodic or of special form) presents
an effective platform. One of the most popular kind of NPC
is the domain-inverted ferroelectric crystals which are selectively poled to drive the sign of χ(2) changing between positive
and negative with certain patterns [13], [14]. Among such crystals, the domain-engineered lithium niobate crystal is a valuable
candidate [13], [15], [16]. Owing to the mature processing tech-
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nologies [17]–[19], suitable domain structure could be flexibly
introduced into the LiNbO3 crystals for SPDC engineering [15],
[16], [20]. Moreover, the multifunctional feature of LiNbO3
crystal also brings opportunities for function-integrated quantum circuits [11], [15], [21].
In this work, we investigate wavefront engineering of downconverted photons based on domain-engineered LiNbO3 crystals. Tailoring the wavefront of entangled photons has been
demonstrated to play an important role in spatial entanglement [20], [22] and orbital angular momentum entanglement of
photons [23], which are valuable resources for quantum communication [24], [25], metrology [26], [27] and imaging [16],
[28], [29]. In these works, the parametric processes for tailoring wavefront are usually described in conventional phase
matching regime. In a NPC, the complexity of domain pattern
increases and the corresponding symmetry reduces. It is more
convenient to describe the photon interactions based on the nonlinear Huygens–Fresnel principle [30]. Analytical expressions
are obtained to outline the wavefront of photon pairs generated from arbitrary domain-engineered LiNbO3 crystals. As an
illustration, the SPDC process in a twisted LiNbO3 crystal is investigated. It is revealed that helical wavefront known as orbital
angular momentum is imprinted on the N00N state [31].

II. TRANSVERSE PROPERTIES OF SPDC IN
DOMAIN-ENGINEERED LITHIUM
NIOBATE CRYSTALS
As is known, inverted domains are introduced into a LiNbO3
crystal through poling it along the direction of optical axis (usually marked as z-direction) [17]–[19]. It is relatively convenient
to obtain various transverse patterns in the xy plane. Thus, for
effective tailoring of the wavefront, we choose to launch the
pump light along the z-direction. In a usual situation, the χ(2)
coefficient in a single LiNbO3 slice is z-independent. However,
there is still an available way to realizing z-directional modulation of χ(2) through stacking the slices together [32] (High
quality LiNbO3 thin films with a thickness of several hundred
nanometers are experimentally achievable through the ion slicing technique [33]). Without loss of generality, we consider a
3-D system, in which the χ(2) coefficient is x,y,z-dependent.
According to nonlinear Huygens–Fresnel principle [30], [34],
in SPDC process, each point on the wavefront of the pump light
could act as a source of secondary down-converting wavelets
through interacting with NPC. The transverse properties of the
output photon pairs are determined by the pump and the structure
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of NPC together. The influence of each secondary photon pair
source on the output photon state could be estimated by the
corresponding Hamiltonian density as

with

1
P̂N L (r) · Êp (r)
2
1
(−)
= χ(2) (r)Êp(+) (r)Ês(−) (r)Êi (r),
(1)
2
where the subscripts p, s and i correspond to the pump, signal
and idler photons, respectively. The pump field Ep is usually
treated as a classical field and assumed to be undepleted. The
signal and idler fields should be quantized and represented by
field operators. Detailed expressions are given as follows:

where the Dirac-δ function is given by the temporal integration. The final state is formed through superposing the contributions of all secondary down-converting sources. The spatial
integral Ω(ks , ki ) represents the correspondence between nonlinear Huygens–Fresnel principle and the superposition principle of quantum states.
Wavefront engineering could be realized through appropriate
design of the spatial distribution of the nonlinear coefficient χ(2) ,
which could be expressed as

(2)
χ(2) (r) = χeﬀ
G(z |Zn ) sgn{cos[2πFZ n (rt )]}.
(7)

HI (r) =



Ep(+) = Ep0 Ψpt (r)ei( k p ·r −ω p t)



Es(−) = i
dωs dks Csσ a†sσ e−i( k s ·r +l s θ −ω s t)
σ

(−)

Ei

=i

ls


σ


dωi

li

where Ep0 is the amplitude of pump light, and Ψpt (r̃) represents
the transverse shape of the field which includes the wavefront
information of the pump. Here we consider the monochromatic
pump. The parameter σ corresponds to the polarization state of
the down-converted photons, while Cj σ (j = s, i) is the normalization parameter. The symbols ls and li are defined as topological charge, which indicates that the orbital angular momentum
of signal and idler photons are ls  and li , respectively [23].
Moreover, θ = tan−1 (y/x) is the azimuthal coordinate. Based
on these analyses, the contribution of a secondary source in the
down-converted photon state could be presented through the
evolution equation as



i ∞
dtHI (t) |0
|dΨ = 1 −
 −∞


 ∞
iEp0 


= |0 +
dtCsσ Ciσ 
dks dki
2
−∞

σ,σ



× K(r; ks , ki )e−i(ω p −ω s ( k s )−ω i ( k i ))t a†sσ a†iσ  |0 , (3)

with
(4)

The transverse properties of the generated two-photon state
are connected to the pump light and the NPC through the function K(r; ks , ki ). Thus the transverse wavefront of the downconverted photons are determined by the integral of function K
in the entire quadratic interaction region. The expression could
be given as

|Ψf = dr |dΨ
= |0 +



iEp0 
dks dki Csσ Ciσ 
2

σ,σ

× Ω(ks , ki )a†sσ a†iσ  |0 ,


drK(r; ks , ki )δ(ωp − ωs (ks ) − ωi (ki )). (6)

Zn


dki Ciσ a†iσ e−i( k i ·r +l i θ −ω i t) , (2)

  
K(r; ks , ki ) = χ(2) (r)Ψpt (r)ei( k p −k s −k i )·r e−i(l s +l i )θ .

Ω(ks , ki ) =

(5)

In the equation, the function G(z|Zn ) represents the zdependence of χ(2) . As is mentioned above, to date z-directional
modulation of χ(2) could only be achieved through stacking
LiNbO3 slices together, so it is treated discretely. FZ n (rt )
corresponds to the transverse domain pattern of the nth LiNbO3
slice. Complex transverse domain structures can be produced
conveniently with current techniques. In theory, FZ n (rt ) could
be arbitrary 1D or 2D function. Reasonable combinations of
the functions G(z|Zn ) and FZ n (rt ) are critical for elaborate
wavefront engineering.
III. N00N STATE WITH ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM
In this section, utilizing the approach discussed above, we
investigate wavefront engineering of the well-known N00N state
in twisted NPCs. A N00N state is expressed as
√
(8)
|N :: 0 = (|N, 0 + |0, N )/ 2,
where N is a positive integer which represents the number of
photons. Such states are very useful in quantum precise phase
measurement [35] and super-resolution quantum lithography
[36]. The actual effect of N00N state in these applications increases with the photon number N. As we know, the two-photon
N00N state could be easily experimentally generated through
various methods [31], [37]–[40]. However, multi-photon N00N
state (N > 2) is hard to produce because of technical difficulties [41]. In the following text, we will show that a two-photon
N00N state carrying orbital angular momentum may work like
a multi-photon N00N state in certain applications. Through appropriate wavefront engineering based on a NPC with a twisted
domain pattern, helical wavefront could be imprinted on the
photons of a N00N state with N = 2. As is known, the helical
wavefront corresponds to the orbital angular momentum of a
photon [23].
For the transverse domain structure of the NPC, we choose
the “Fork Grating” (FG) pattern. In classical linear optics, such
patterns are widely used to generate optical vortex with helical
wavefront expressed as Ψ = exp(im θ) [42]. The illustrations of
FGs are given in Fig. 1(a) and (b). Second harmonic generation
in this kind of NPC with FG has also been well investigated [14],
[43]. Besides, the interaction of transverse structured light and
nonlinear optical crystals is also a recent research hotspot [44].
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all the oscillating terms, the first-order terms with m = ±1 are
dominant14 . Neglecting high-order terms, the transverse integral
could be written as


2π x


It =
F±1 drt ei(l p ±l C −l s −l i )θ e±i Λ e−i( k s t + k i t )·r t .
±1

(11)
For the z-directional dependence of χ(2) , we would consider a
simple case in which the transverse patterns of all LiNbO3 slices
are the same but they are placed parallelly and anti-parallelly
to the z-axis in turn. That means the function G[Int(z/a)] is
expressed as
G[Int(z/a)] = (−1)Int(z /a) .

Fig. 1. The FG patterns are plotted based on different topological charges as (a)
lC = 1 and (b) lC = 20, which also correspond to transverse domain structures
of the LiNbO3 -based NPCs. The light blue and purple regions are positive and
negative domains, respectively. (c) Schematic of wavefront engineering of N00N
state in a twisted NPC. Please note that the helical wavefront does not correspond
to the actual value of topological charge, which is just a diagram.

Based on the analyses above, the state vector of SPDC could
be obtained through substituting Eqs. (10)–(12) into Eq. (5),
which is expressed as

 iEp0 F  d22 
±1
|Ψf = |0 +
dks dki Csσ Ciσ 
2
±1
 N L N a

×
dz(−1)Int(z /a) ei(k p z −k s z −k i z )z
0


×
In this work, we would focus on the properties of the quantum
state generated in such twisted NPC through SPDC process. The
nonlinear coefficient χ(2) could be written as
(2)

χ

(2)

(r) = χeff G[Int(z/a)]sign{cos[2πF (rt ) + lC θ]},

(9)

where Int(x) refers to the floor function and a is the thickness of
a LiNbO3 slice. The function G[Int(z/a)] is used to distinguish
which LiNbO3 slice a z-coordinate is located in and describe
the influence of the corresponding slice on χ(2) . The value lC
relates to the number of branchings in the central “fork” of the
pattern, while θ is the azimuthal coordinate. NL N is the total
number of LiNbO3 slices.
The pump light is set to be Ep (r) = Ep0 exp(ikpz z + ilp θ)
with the topological charge marked as lp , thus the function
Ψpt (r) is corresponding to exp(ilp θ). Substituting Ψpt (r) and
Eq. (9) into Eq. (6), we have


(2)
ΩI = χeff
dzG[Int(z/a)]ei(k p z −k s z −k i z )z

×





drt sign{cos[2πF (rt ) + lC θ]}ei(l p −l s −l i )θ e−i( k s t + k i t )·r t .
(10)

In the transverse integral, the function F(rt )is a 1-D
or 2-D function. For the FG pattern, we have F(rt ) =
x/Λ. Λ is defined as the poling period in the x-direction.
To obtain a clear physical description, the sign function
is analyzed with Fourier transform. The set of Fourier
basis is chosen to be {exp[im(2πx/Λ + lC θ)]}. The expression of is χ(2) = χeﬀ Σm Fm exp(i2πmx/Λ)exp(imlC θ),
where F
 m is the Fourier coefficient calculated by Fm =
(1/2π) sign[cos(2πx/Λ + lC θ)] · exp[im(2πx/Λ + lC θ). In

(12)

drt e±i

2π x
Λ




e−i( k s t + k i t )·r t ei(l p ±l C −l s −l i )θ a†sσ a†iσ  |0 .
(13)

In the equation, only the influence of the first order terms
of χ(2) are included. On the one hand, the transformation efficiencies of the high-order terms are relatively low; on the other
hand, as the output angles of down-converted photons are different, their contributions could be eliminated through proper
post-selections. The pump light is incident along z-direction
and assumed to be y-polarized. In this situation, the only available element in nonlinear coefficient of LiNbO3 is d22 , and the
down-converted photons should also be y-polarized. In the practical diffraction process, the polarization state of photon may be
influenced by non-idealities, and the d31 -dominated nonlinear
process may contribute to the down-converted photons. However, this proportion of the contribution is quite small and does
not have crucial influences on the final conclusion, thus we neglect that in calculations for simplicity. In practical situations,
it is also convenient to eliminate the corresponding influence
through putting additional polarizers after the LiNbO3 crystal
into the optical paths. Based on these analyses, the summation
about the polarization state could be simplified. The characteristics of the down-converted state are derived from Eq. (13). In
a high efficiency situation, the obtained photons are imprinted
with helical wavefront exp[i(lp ± lC )θ] corresponding to a total
angular momentum (lp ± lC ) .

For the integral term drt exp(±i2πx/Λ) × exp [ − i(kst +
kit ) · rt ], the generation efficiencies of corresponding spatial
modes are determined by its modular square. The modular
square is calculated to be proportional to sinc2 [(ksx + kix ±
2π/Λ)X0 /2] · sinc2 [(ksy + kiy )Y0 /2], where X0 and Y0 represent the transverse sizes of the NPC. Just as what is utilized in
Ref. [4], two desired modes could be selected with equally
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high transformation efficiencies, in which we have ksx =
kix = ±π/Λ and ksy = kiy = 0 together with a degenerate
frequency of the signal and idler photons. This corresponds
to two equal possibilities. In both cases, a pair of photons is
emitted from the NPC with an angle of equal degree but opposite direction, as is shown in Fig. 1(c). Thus a N00N state is
formed. Unlike conventional N00N states [37]–[41], this N00N
state possesses optical angular momentum. In practical applications, band pass filters with certain center frequency could be
place at the corresponding angles to improve the purity of the
state.
 NL N a
dz(−1)Int(z /a)
The
z-directional
integral
0
i(k p z −k s z −k i z )z
e
also has critical influences on the transformation efficiency of SPDC process. To improve the
transformation efficiency, the value of a should be set at the
coherent length decided by Lcoh = 2/(kpz − ksz − kiz ). This
point could also be understood through the QPM regime. When
NL N becomes a large number, it is also convenient to express
the function as sgn[sin(2πz/Lcoh )]. Under this condition, the
transformation efficiency increases with NL N . For a detailed
understanding, we calculate the values of transformation
efficiency for a practical system with NL N = 1, 10, 50,
respectively. The pump wavelength is set at 0.405 μm,
while the corresponding signal and idler wavelengths are
0.81 μm. The coherent length is calculated to be 1.07 μm. The
values of lp and lC are assumed to be 3 and 1. The poling
period in the x-direction is 10.3 μm, which is determined by
Λ = 0.405/nPDC · sin θPDC (μm) with the propagation angles
of down-converted photons θPDC = ±1◦ . The output angle
after exiting NPC will be θout ∼ nPDC · θPDC = ±2.25◦ .
When the pump power 1 W, the transformation efficiencies are
1.227 × 10−19 , 4.973 × 10−17 , 6.216 × 10−15 , respectively.
These values are obtained through the coupled wave equations
for quadratic nonlinear interaction14 . The average generation
rates of N00N state are calculated to be 0.25, 101.28 and
12659.88 s−1 , respectively.
To present quantum interference, the N00N state with orbital
angular momentum could be adjusted and detected through the
combinations of several optical components, such as Dove prism
[45], [46], q-plate [47] and the HOM interferometer [31]. The
function of a Dove prism is rotating the wavefront [45], [46].
The scheme is shown in Fig. 2(a). Since the down-converted
photons pass through the Dove prisms in different arms, the
corresponding photonic state could be expressed as

ei(l s +l i )α 1l s + 1l i , 0l s ,l i
|Ψ ∝
l s ,l s




ei(l p +l C )α 1l s + 1l i , 0l s ,l i

l s ,l s

∝



+ ei(l p −l C )α 0l s ,l i , 1l s + 1l i
1l s + 1l i , 0l s ,l i + e−i2l C α 0l s ,l i , 1l s + 1l i

where α is the rotating angle of Dove prism. In this equation, the
orbital angular momentums of the generated photons are marked
as (ls , li ) and (ls  , li  ). The four parameters are topological
charges of corresponding photons. After they output from the
NPC, we have ls + li = lp + lC and ls  + li  = lp − lC . The
two-photon coincidence could be measured utilizing a HOM
interferometer. It is worth mentioning that the azimuthal index
l of a reflective photon becomes –l. The coincidence rate when
APD1 detects a photon with OAM l1  and APD2 detects a
photon with OAM l2  is expressed as
RC ∝ Ψf | b†l 1 b†l 2 bl 2 bl 1 |Ψf  .



+ ei(l s +l i )α 0l s ,l i , 1l s + 1l i
∝

Fig. 2. (a) The scheme of quantum coherence based on the N00N state with
orbital angular momentum. The meanings of the corresponding symbols are
listed as follows, F1 & F2: band-pass filters, M1 & M2: mirrors, DP1 & DP2:
Dove prisms, BS: beam splitter, APD1 & APD2: avalanche photodiodes, OC
(for lp = 0): orbital angular momentum converter, PC (for lp = 0): phase compensator. (b) The detailed construction of OC. HWP: half wave plate, QWP:
quarter wave plate. (c) The probability of two-photon coincidence against the
rotating angle α corresponding to a two-photon N00N state with lC = 1 and
lC = 2.



l s ,l s

(14)

(15)

In this equation, the subscript 1 and 2 correspond to the upper
and lower paths after the beam splitter, respectively. The values of l1 and l2 are chosen from those of ls , −ls  , li , and −li  .
The vector |ψf  corresponds to the state after the beam splitter.
For any given value of lp and lC , the perfect two-photon coincidence appears only when the orbital angular momentum
of down-converted photons satisfies that ls + li = −ls  − li 
and either ls = −ls  & li = −li  or ls = −li  & li = −ls  . In
this case, the terms |1l 1 , 1l 2  and 1l 1 , 1l 2 are indistinguish-
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able for maximal interference, and it is convenient to calculate
the corresponding probability of coincidence for each possible
combination of ls , li , ls  and li  . In practical measurement, appropriate post-selections of OAM may be done according to
the values of ls , li , ls  and li  to ensure maximal interference before detection. The approach is similar to that in Ref. [23]. For
the other cases when the mentioned condition is not satisfied,
the corresponding two terms are independent and there is no
interference. Based on these analyses, detailed treatments could
be divided into two cases:
i) lp = 0, the condition of maximal interference is automatically satisfied. The probability of two-photon coincidence
is
P12 =

1
[1 − cos(2lC α)].
2

(16)

ii) lp ࣔ 0, the total orbital angular momentum of downconverted photons on the two paths is equal to (lp + lC )
and (lp – lC ), respectively. To achieve the maximal condition, an additional orbital angular momentum converter
(OC) has to be used. We choose the well-known q-plate
[47]. The typical design of OC is shown in Fig. 2(b). The
half wave plate (HWP) and quarter wave plate (QWP)
before the q-plate are utilized to transform the linearly
polarized photons into right-handed circularly polarized
photons. The q value is set at lp /2. After passing through
the q-plate, each photon obtains a part of extra orbital
angular momentum of –lp  and further becomes a lefthanded circularly polarized photon. The total orbital angular momentum of the down-converted photons thus is
changed into [(ls  – lp ) + (li  – lp )]  = [(lp – lC ) – 2lp ] =
(– lC – lp ). The QWP2 after the q-plate makes the photons linearly polarized along y-direction again. Moreover,
a phase compensator (PC) should be placed in the upper
path to balance the phase shift caused by the OC. The
probability of coincidence also has the same expression
as Eq. (16).
In Fig. 2(c), the two-photon coincidence probability is plotted
against the rotating angle α. It is worth mentioning that the Dove
prism influences the polarization state of photon. However, as
is shown in Refs. [45], [46], the influence is quite low at short
wavelength band. The effect of coherence is nearly unaffected.
In practical applications of N00N state, the photon number
is preferred to be large. The precision of phase measurement
and the resolution of quantum lithography are both proportional
to 1/N [35], [36]. However, increasing the photon number of
N00N state brings great technical challenges in photonic state
manipulation and detection. On the contrary, the measurement
of angular displacement can be greatly benefited from our twophoton N00N state with orbital angular
√ momentum, which is
expressed as (|2, 0 + ei2l C α |0, 2)/ 2, and the related limit of
angular resolution is 1/2lC . With this state, increasing the photon
number of N00N state can be avoided, while the estimation
precision can be improved through increasing the value of lC .
It has been shown that OAM of light can be used to detect
the structure and motion of rotating objects. Thus the quantum
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enhancement provided by the N00N state with OAM may find
wide applications in remote sensing [48]–[50].
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we investigate wavefront engineering of photon
pairs generated through SPDC in domain-engineered LiNbO3
crystals which is a kind of the well-known NPC. The photon
interaction processes in LiNbO3 crystals with complex domain
patterns are described based on the nonlinear Huygens–Fresnel
principle. Analytical expressions about the wavefront of photon pairs generated from arbitrary domain-engineered LiNbO3
crystals are obtained. As a detailed illustration, the generation of
N00N state with orbital angular momentum in a twisted LiNbO3
crystal is presented. Such state can be utilized to increase the information capacity of quantum-secured communications [23] as
well as to achieve the quantum-enhanced sensing [26]. Besides
the azimuthal index (topological charge), the radial index may
further expand the degrees of freedom in the system based on
nonlinear optical interaction of Laguerre–Gaussian (LG) modes,
which has been realized with lithium-niobate-based NPCs [51].
The flexible domain design in LiNbO3 crystals provides a powerful platform for wavefront engineering of two-photon states,
which may present a new sight for function-integrated quantum
photonic applications.
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